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We highly recommend reviewing these release notes prior to performing any firmware update.  There’s an old saying:
“If it isn’t broke, don’t try and fix it.”  Consider whether the update resolves an important issue, or whether it simply
adds a new feature.  In some cases it may be best to leave a device at its current version.  Before updating, always use
ElkRP to RECEIVE ALL, then SAVE the panel’s custom programming.  Then after updating, connect and SEND ALL to
restore the custom programming.  With any update there is always a possibility that a glitch or failure can occur and
render the control or component unusable.  We recommended having a spare board on hand in case a problem is
encountered during/after the update.  Although such problems are rare, having a spare is a good precaution.

NOTE: Telephone Dial-up connections cannot be used to perform firmware updates.   Firmware updating requires
a Direct to PC (Serial) Com port connection OR a M1XEP Ethernet connection.
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Copyright 2011, Elk Products, Inc.  No portion of this document shall be copied or distributed without the express written permission of Elk.

** Version marked Not Evaluated by UL should not be loaded into UL Installations.  At this time ALL new manufactured M1
Control ship with the firmware version marked “UL Version.”

To obtain the latest Updates, go to the Elk Products website:       http://www.elkproducts.com
NOTE: Control and peripheral Firmware update file(s) are separate from the Elk-RP software file.
-  Firmware updates are contained in self-extracting (zipped) format for all the controls and for each individual accessory.
Scroll the available listings to locate the desired product download.  Once the download dialog box opens, select the RUN option which will
self-extract all the needed files (suffix .BIN) into the appropriate “Updates” directory on your computer. To update the component with the
latest release please refer to the page titled “Steps for Updating.”
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Procedures for Updating Firmware

1) Connect a 9 pin serial cable or USB to serial adapter from the Computer to the 9 Pin RS232 Connector on the M1 Control.  If you
happen to have a M1XEP Ethernet module installed on the control, it may also be used for updating.

2) Using ElkRP, open the account belonging to this control and establish a connection from the Connection menu.

3) Use the “Receive All” option from the Send/Rcv menu to retrieve the very latest copy of all the data stored in the control.

4) Save the account information.

5) Click on the “Send/Rcv” menu/icon along the top of the PC screen, then click either “Update or Verify Firmware”  OR
“Enroll/Update Control and Devices”

6) On the next screen you must choose the device to be updated.

7) The Update screen will display the current Firmware, Hardware, and Bootware version, along with pull down selection to
select the update file(s) that are available.

8) Choosing an update:

9a)  Bootware Update:   This step may be skipped unless specifically required by the firmware update.  Please refer to the
release notes for the current update.

Use the scroll arrow to select the Bootware file for this update.  Based on the hardware revision there may be more than 1
file.  Just make sure the file selected contains the word “BOOT” and the current (latest) version number.

Select Update.  Once the bootware update is complete you may proceed to the Firmware Update.   The control may
disconnect after the bootloader is finished.  If so, just re-connect and continue on with the Firmware Update.

9b)  Firmware Update:
Use the scroll arrow to select the appropriate Firmware file for this update.  Based on the hardware revision there may be
more than 1 file.  Just make sure that the file selected contains the current (latest) version number.

NOTE: if the latest firmware does not appear in the drop-down box, or if the message “NOT COMPATIBLE” is displayed,
this generally indicates the control needs to first be updated with the latest bootware.

9) Select Update.  (In some instances the Update button may be labeled “Continue”).

IMPORTANT!   All firmware releases for M1 and EZ8 Controls are compiled in two (2) different versions!

5.X.X - Firmware beginning with “5” (i.e. 5.x.x) is for controls that DO NOT have a NX Networx “Caddx” Receiver attached.
For example:  If a M1 control has Elk M1XRF (2G) (2H) (EG) or (TW) Wireless Receiver(s) attached then use ONLY firmware version 5.x.x.

4.X.X - Firmware starting with “4” (i.e. 4.x.x) is ONLY for use in controls that have a NX Wireless “Caddx” Receiver.
For example: If a M1 Control has a NX Wireless Receiver attached then use ONLY firmware version 4.x.x.

DO NOT ATTEMPT TO MIX OR COMBINE THE NX NETWORX AND ELK RECEIVERS ON A SINGLE CONTROL.

Warning: Some firmware updates cause the control to default its EEPROM memory!  This ERASES ALL CUSTOM PROGRAMMING (customer
data), CANCEL BYPASSES, CLEAR ENROLLED DATA BUS DEVICES, AND TURN OFF THE CHIME MODE (if on).  Prior to updating, always
perform a “Receive All” from the control to ElkRP and save the account.  After the firmware has been updated it may be necessary to do the
following:

A. Re-enroll all data bus devices.  Perform a “Bus Module Enrollment”
B. Re-connect ElkRP and use the “Send All” command to restore the saved customer data.
C. Restore any necessary bypasses, re-arm if needed, and re-enable chime if desired.
D. Retest the entire system including the telephone and communication reporting.

Also, when updating from certain older firmware versions a new version of Bootware may be needed.  During the update
process if the latest firmware does not appear in the drop-down box, or if the message “NOT COMPATIBLE” is displayed, this generally
indicates the control needs to be updated with the latest bootware.  Bootware provides essential input/output functions allowing the
control to ‘boot up’ and operate in the absence of application firmware.  Bootware update is a new experience for most people.  Please
read the following warnings.  Once the bootware has been updated to version 3.3.2 (or later) it is NOT POSSIBLE to rollback to an earlier
version.  Earlier versions of application firmware (prior to ver. 4.5.4 and 5.1.4) will not operate with the bootware 3.3.2 (or later).
Consider this carefully.  Once the update is completed, there may be no going back!
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June 14, 2010 - M1 Firmware (4.6.4 and 5.2.4)  UL Version - Currently used in new controls
Update Bootware before updating firmware.   ElkRP Software 2.08 or later is recommended with this firmware.

1. Resolved issue with wireless receiver option #1 that affected the ability to select alternate buttons 5,6,7 & 8.
2. Handling of Fail to Comm. reports.  For obvious reasons, a Fail to Comm. cannot be sent if communications is down.  But

the message is now held in que so that it will be reported on the next ‘future’ successful dialer report.
3. Per UL requirements, in the event of a total system shutdown occurring due to action by the low battery cutoff circuitry (AC

power off and battery becomes depleted), dialer communications is now held off for 2 minutes upon power restoration.

Feb 14, 2011 - M1 Firmware (4.6.6 and 5.2.6)  ** Not Evaluated by UL
Update Bootware before updating firmware.   ElkRP Software 2.08 or later is recommended with this firmware.

1. IP alarm reporting (M1XEP Ethernet module) is now possible while ElkRP is connected via the M1XEP.  Previously ElkRP
took exclusive use of the M1XEP and M1 Serial Port which would prohibit IP alarm reporting until ElkRP disconnected.
This did not stop Alarm Backup reporting over a conventional Phone line (if enabled).

2. Reduced the time it takes for M1 to be aware of an XEP IP fail to communicate.  Backup reporting (if enabled) will proceed
in approximately 25 seconds or less.  Prior to this change, M1 used roughly the same amount of time as it took for 2
telephone call attempts.  This change is only available in firmware version 5.2.6.  This reduced timing is not available in
firmware versions 4.6.6 or beyond.

IMPORTANT!  This change requires an update of the M1XEP firmware to version 1.3.26
3. Found and fixed a reporting issue on backup reporting to an alternative number/destination.  In instances where the

account number of the backup was different from the primary, the first reported event would identify with the backup
account number, but additional reports on the same call could incorrectly identify with the primary account number.
Fortunately this was rare since most backups use the same account number as the primary.

4. Fixed an EZ8 ONLY issue.  If Fire was assigned on zone 8 of an EZ8, it was mistakenly being ID’d as zone 16 on keypad
menus/displays.  This was a carry over from code shared with the M1, since EZ8 does not provide a zone 16.

5. Fixed an issue with Fire zone restoral not getting logged when reset from the keypad menu.

July 18, 2011 - M1 Firmware (4.6.8 and 5.2.8)  ** Not Evaluated by UL
Update Bootware before updating firmware.   ElkRP Software 2.08 or later is recommended with this firmware.

1. Found and fixed an issue with restorals of wireless transmitter trouble, low battery, and lost transmitter flags which
hindered the clearing of keypad trouble display.

2. Found and fixed a new problem found in the Daylight Savings Time auto-adjust.   This problem manifested itself even
when using the M1XEP to access a time server.

3. Added support for Navigator Touchscreen Keypad (new product soon to be released).
4. Found and fixed an issue with Rule Bypassing of Zones in Areas 2 thru 8.
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Jan 18, 2010 - M1 new application firmware (4.5.24 and 5.1.24)
This new Firmware requires Bootware 3.3.2

* * ElkRP Software 1.6.16 or later is required for this new firmware * *

1. ASCII command - Changed “CD” to make it send the number of the command instead of a two character text identifier.
2. Found and resolved a problem with a 4-way EOL zone defined for periodic trip not being resettable.
3. Found and resolved a problem when a 4-way EOL zone was defined as interior follower.
4. Added a feature to “Ignore AC fail” whenever a battery test occurs.  This allows an M1 to be operated from a DC ONLY

power supply.  This is becoming more popular overseas due to strict energy efficient limits on AC transformers.
5. Modified 24hr panics to produce only a single beep on a trouble.  The beep silences when trouble goes away.
6. When a listen-in zone alarm is reported the CID code 606 will be sent to indicate “listen-in” to the Central Station.
7. Added listen-in feature for Fire and Medical F-Key activations if/when listen-in is enabled.
8. Added capability to handle multiple Voice message phone numbers from a single rule.
9. ASCII command - Added ability to send a 0 or Null character in a text string by programming ^@.
10. CHIME - Eliminated the keypad audible tone produced when chime was enabled or disabled from a rule.
11. Added ability to detect a missing Zone Temperature Sensor (ZTS or ZTSR) using a rule to check for a value of -60.  This

feature will require an update to the ElkRP software since ElkRP currently does not permit a temperature value below -59.
CORRECTED (2/2011) -  The minus 60 (-60) value was earlier “incorrectly” published as zero (0).  M1 will indicate a
value of -60 when a Zone Temperature Sensor goes missing or ceases to send data.  Rule Example: Whenever
every 2 seconds > And Temperature Sensor (Zn xx) equals -60 > Then {activate output, speak... do something}

12. Added an internal adjustment for listen-in volume that will ONLY be available from a new version of Elk-RP, not from
keypad programming.   NOTE: This also requires a new version of Elk-RP tentatively slated to be version 2.0.

13. Fixed a lighting command timing issue associated with the Universal Devices ISY controller.
14. Modifications can now be made to Wireless Zone Definitions.  The following Zone Types are available:

Zone Type 0  “EOL Supervised/RF”  - Alarm is created if system is armed and either the sensor or tamper is violated.
Zone Type 1 “Normally Closed”  - Disables the Tamper  Only the alarm sensor violation will create an alarm when armed.
Zone Type 2 “Normally Open  <not used>
Zone Type 3 or 4 “EOL Supervised Open/Short”  - Same as Type 0 EXCEPT tamper is also active while the system is
disarmed, and a tamper violation will cause a “Security Alert” notification, including an audible and visual at the keypad.

May 17, 2010 - M1 new application firmware (4.6.2 and 5.2.2) and new bootware 3.3.6
Update Bootware before updating firmware.   ElkRP Software 2.08 or later is recommended with this firmware.

1. On power up there is now a 60 second delay on all EOL Supervised zones to avoid false troubles from supervisory zones
which might be attached to bus zone expander.

2. Changed the communicator pulse 4 + 2 format to permit hex characters, enabling up to 199 user open/close reports.
3. Resolved a problem with Daylight Savings Time being incorrect if using an M1XEP and the National Time Server (NTS).
4. Found and resolved a problem in custom voice recording which could cause other voice messages to be corrupted.

Custom Voice recording now requires the Telephone Remote Option to be Enabled.
5. Fixed the ability to detect Remote Power Fail Restoral discovered when Elk introduced the new Elk-P212S Supervised

Remote Power Supply.
6. In previous versions it was possible to clear “erase” the 8 most recent unreported communicator events from keypad

menu 8-4-3.  In this new firmware ALL unreported communicator events are now cleared by this process.
7. Added software which permits ElkRP to set and control the talk back volume for Two Way Voice session.
8. Resolved a timer issue having to do with a Universal Devices “ISY-26/99” interface.
9. Added support for a “soon to be announced” Elk-M1XRFEG Wireless Receiver (Anticipated to supports a broader range of

GE wireless sensors).
10. Resolved a problem with the expiration of Entrance Delay 1 not proceeding to alarm if/while Exit Delay 2 is still running.
11. Access (door strike) activation via ElkRM, EKeypad, and 3rd party software - Added the ability to trip Access from these

interfaces.  NOTE: This addition caused a potentially negative affect.   3rd party software interfaces, including
EKeypad and Elk’s own RM software can no longer arm if the User Code being used to authorize the arm has the
Access option enabled (see checkbox in ElkRP).  The code will trip the Access function.   Elk recommends
Unchecking (Disabling) the Access Option box on any User Codes except for codes that have a need to trip the
Access function.

12. Found and fixed a problem that prevented external applications such as ElkRM, IPhone, and the M1XEP WebServer from
being able to arm to the STAY mode.  This problem popped up in firmware 4.6.0 and 5.2.0, making it necessary to release
these new version 4.6.2 and 5.2.2.

BOOTLOADER Code 3.3.6
1. IT IS NOT REQUIRED FOR YOU TO UPDATE THE BOOTWARE IN ORDER TO UPDATE THE ABOVE FIRMWARE, but we

normally do recommend it.
2. The purpose of this new bootloader is to resolve an issue with Wireless Transmitter false low battery events.
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June 3, 2009 - M1 new application firmware (4.5.20 and 5.1.20)
This new Firmware requires Bootware 3.3.2

* * ElkRP Software 1.6.16 or later is required for this new firmware * *

1. Found and fixed an error in the handling of Two-Way Voice Announce Volume.  A new memory location was added in x.x.18
that will permit the volume to be adjusted by a future new version of the ElkRP software (under the Globals tab).  However,
because the new version of ElkRP has not yet been released, it is possible for this new location to be set FULL VOLUME
following the flash upgrade.  This quick release of version x.x.20 initializes this memory location to the original level of
volume until such time as the new ElkRP can be released.

2. Also found and fixed an unintentional mistake induced by version x.x.18 into the 24hr zone section.
3. This version also carries over the 5 issues addressed or resolved by version x.x.18

May 18, 2009 - M1 new application firmware (4.5.18 and 5.1.18)

This new Firmware requires Bootware 3.3.2
* * ElkRP Software 1.6.16 or later is required for this new firmware * *

1. Resolved a problem in the handling of a low power cuttoff threshold, particularly during an AC power fail and the resulting
slow power drop, whereby the control never reached full shutdown (cutoff) before the power was restored and the voltage
eventually came back to normal level.

2. Resolved an issue in which a missing input expander was not being written to the event log.
3. Added a Trouble event rountine to handle an RF Intrusion sensor tamper.  Violation of the tamper switch on an RF sensor

while the control is not armed will result in a Zone Trouble condition displaying at the keypad.
4. Resolved an issue with using Ethernet as primary reporting method and it switching to a telephone number as backup.
5. Resolved an issue with the control mistakenly speaking transmitter low battery after a keypad police alarm is

acknowledged (reset).  This also resolved the logging of exception opening happening during the same circumstances.

This version was removed from download and replaced by 4.5.20 and 5.1.20

15. Added support for a new ELK-M1XRF2H Wireless Receiver.  This new receiver will accept the Honeywell TM (Ademco TM)
5800 wireless transmitters.   NOTE: This also requires a new version of Elk-RP tentatively slated to be version 2.0.

16. Due to requests from 3rd party developers Elk has modified the handling of an arm command (RS232 ASCII Protocol)
coming into the main serial port (or M1XEP).
A.  If a zone is violated but NOT programmed to allow force arming then an ASCII command to arm will be denied.  The
control will respond with an ASCII string of the current status clearly showing the control did not arm.  In this situation the
only choice is to either manually hard bypass the zone or not arm at all.
B. If a zone is violated and programmed to allow force arming then an ASCII command to arm will be accepted and the
zone will be in soft bypassed.  A soft bypassed zone can and will restore to active status if it restores to a non-violated
state while the system is force armed.
Be aware that you should NOT enable Force Arm unless you are willing to allow the system to be armed with zone(s) in a
violated state.

NOTE: Rule based arm commands, including the Autoarming feature and the Telephone Remote Control will arm the
system and automatically soft bypass (or force arm) any violated zones, regardless of whether those zones are
programmed for Force Arming or not.  Elks point of view is that if a rule or Telephone remote arm command is triggered
then it is unlikely anyone is available to assess any problems and/or take any corrective action.  Therefore, arming with
some zones is still better than no arming at all.

17. Added requirement  that any wireless zone enrolled with a Keyfob MUST be program defined with the “Keyfob” definition.
18. Added a new program option for setting Phone Line Fault trouble delay.  This delay cannot be programmed from the

keypad.  It can only be programmed on the Globals page of the soon to be released NEW ElkRP2 software.  The program
range is 1 to 31 minutes.  The minimum setting of 1 minute is virtually the same as no delay.

19. Fixed a issue that often resulted in a false trouble and/or alarm whenever the definition of certain zone types was
changed via remote download.

20. ASCII command - Added “IC” command to be sent on a valid arm/disarm command.
21. Found and fixed an issue that could result in data bus lockout if the Installer anti-takeover was set to 3.
22. ASCII command - Added “zt” command.  Sending this command with a zone number corresponding to a valid

programmed zone will cause that zone to be momentarily violated, just as if that zone had been physically violated.

TM  Honeywell and Ademco are registered trademarks belonging to Honeywell Inc.
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May 19,  2008 - M1 new application firmware (4.5.8 and 5.1.8)
This new Firmware requires Bootware 3.3.2

* * ElkRP Software 1.6.16 or later is required for this new firmware * *

Changes 1 through 6 is effective only to application firmware 5.x which supports only the ElkM1XRF Wireless Receiver:
1. Implemented additional wireless decoding of all GE transmitters to help resolve some reported false alarm issues from

some transmitter types.  Note: The first digit of a transmitter’s TX ID number is transmitter “type”.  The Elk receiver does
not currently support type 1-bill trap, type 7-repeater, or type 8-not assigned.

2. During wireless learning the message “Press Transmitter Button” will be spoken every 30 seconds and the panel will
wait indefinitely for a transmitter to be learned, as long as the keypad is displaying “Push Transmitter Button.’

3. Added compatibility with the Secure Wireless brand of GE compatible wireless transmitters.
4. In the case of where a transmitter has sent an alarm message but it has not yet sent a restoral, it was possible for a false

alarm to activate if the control was powered down and back up.  Software has been added to help prevent this.
5. Added compatibility with GE Smoke Detector which has a tamper switch, model #60-848-02-95.  A momentary press of

this unit’s test button will now cause the M1 to speak the Zone ID phrase for ease of identity.
6. Added a new command “CV” to the RS232 ASCII protocol to permit read and write of counters.

The changes below affect both the 5.x and the 4.x application firmware:
7. Fixed an issue having to do with X10 Dim commands being sent more times than needed.
8. Fixed an issue having to do with Exit 2 delay time expiration.
9. Fixed an issue which did not correctly identify lighting changes coming from serially connected external devices.
10. Added code to lockout input expanders for 70 seconds if the microprocessor ever resets.
11. Fixed an issue with incorrect display of Custom Time values from a rule.
12. If a Phone Fault is detected the control will now delay 10 minutes (allowed the fault to clear) before initiating a trouble.
13. On Global menu G44 it’s now possible to read the days the control has been operational by pressing the right arrow key.
14. Added false alarm shunting of zones during the critical point of ultra low battery which occurs prior to control shutdown.
15. Upon disarm from an alarm the control will now speak the zone(s) that tripped during the alarm.
16. Any pending wireless transmitter low battery or missing transmitters will now be voice announced during arm/disarm.
17. Added option to dial and deliver voice messages without the preceding “please hold” and the ending “press pound to end

message”.  Primarily for use with a building paging system, this option is enabled by programming the first digit of the
phone number with “ A “.  The actual voice message will start 1.5s after dialing and will only play once.

18. Added option for the caret character ( ^ ) to be used as the end character for incoming ASCII strings.
19. Found and fixed a problem having to do with any rules that utilzed the AC restoral event.
20. Added capability for ElkRP to show zone troubles for transmitter missing or low battery.
21. Added ability for telephone remote to announce temperature in Celsius when the celsius option is enabled.
22. Resolved an issue which did not correctly announce multiple troubles from the telephone remote control.
23. Added ability for the asterisk key “ * “ to acknowledge/reset an alarm once a user code has been entered.  This eliminates

the previous requirement of entering a user code twice.

Feb 23, 2009 - M1 new application firmware (4.5.14 and 5.1.14)
This new Firmware requires Bootware 3.3.2

* * ElkRP Software 1.6.16 or later is required for this new firmware * *

1. Added new ASCII command “EE” which provides an indication when entry/exit time starts and expires.
2. Resolved an issue with autostay (auto interior off) not operating when a force arm zone is programmed.
3. Resolved an issue that could cause a chime tone if the star key was pressed while a zone was violated.
4. Added additional 250ms of time between the 2-way listen mics being turned off and the audio amp being turned on.
5. Resolved an issue with lighting and the Universal Devices ISY26/99 expanded time variable.
6. Added new ASCII commands “CA” and “CD”  for future control of specific brands whole house audio using rules.
7. Resolved an issue with Duress activation when triggered from a touchscreen or the ASCII command strings.
8. Increased the talk back volume during a 2-way listen session.
9. Enhanced the ASCII comand “ZS” with the addition of wireless transmitter lost supervisory and low battery.
10. Added capability to communicate ASCII commands to an HAI Omnistat 2 thermostat.

NOTE: Due to memory constraints this command is ONLY available in the 5.1.14 firmware version.
11. Increased the time delay before start of missing expander module annunciation.
12. Resolved an issue with rules trigger based on an X10 signal (command) coming from an external source or the  M1.
13. Resolved a problem with the display of hex data on keypad menu 8 - 6.  Fixed Data Bus Type 3 and 5 not correctly

displaying missing modules.
14. Added ability to power the M1 Board from a 16 to 18 VDC power supply in lieu of an AC transformer.  NOT AVAILABLE FOR

M1EZ8!   On the M1, simply connect 16-18 VDC to AC input terminals, no polarity need be observed.  The DC voltage
MUST be a minimum of 16 Volts in order for the switching power supply to work properly.  This capability was added as a
result of some areas of the world outlawing AC transformers due to their inefficiency.
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1. NEW ELK-M1XRF Wireless Receiver Support - This firmware is required in order to use the M1XRF2G
2. Light Control from Keypad - Resolved indexing problem.  Lighting address 012 would jump to address 002 on dimming.
3. Bypass from ElkRM - Resolved an issue that could prevent ElkRM from being able to bypass zones.
4. Force Arm Message - Resolved an issue that could cause the “Ready Force” display to disappear, particularly if a power

fail occurred.

Bootloader 3.2.2 Changes:
1. There have been no changes since bootware 3.2.2 was released several month ago.  However, it is important to mention

that you MUST have bootware 3.2.2 running on any panel that you wish to update to these new firmware versions.

May 14,  2007 - M1 new application firmware (4.4.12 and 5.0.12)

1. Added enhanced Checksum testing of RF Packets originating from the ELKM1XRF2G Wireless Receiver to assure better
verification of data packets.

2. Added support for ISY-26 IP Bridge/Controller, made by Universal Devices Inc.  The ISY-26 connects to the M1 through the
M1XEP Ethernet Interface and provides a more powerful and easier interface with INSTEON Lighting products.

3. Added a feature to speed up lighting control commands on the serial ports (databus) for products ‘other than X10’.  The
latest ElkRP software now has a column labeled “Future” on the Lighting screens.  For any device that is NOT an X10
device you may place an X in this box to effectively speedup the transmission.  Basically, it eliminating a special delay that
is needed for X10 devices.  Important:  Do NOT put an X in any box that is being used for an X10 lighting device.

4. Found and corrected an issue that could cause lighting commands to be ‘bounced’.  This situation often resulted in lights
that would turn on, off, or dim whenever another device tried to control them.

5. Added serial response through serial port 0 for the AMX ‘Device Discovery’ Poll.  This will ultimately enable faster and
easier integration with AMX controllers.

6. Found and corrected problem that resulted in some words or phrases getting clipped on Output 1.  An additional 200ms
of blank time was added in front of each voice prompt to allow Output 1 amplifier to fully turn on.

7. Wireless Keyfob User ID - Resolved issue that caused incorrect User ID on keyfobs.
8. Added support for GE/Caddx NX487 Glassbreak sensor to now work with the ElkM1XRF2G.
9. Found and corrected a problem which could cause an alarm from an input expanders after a total power failure and

subsequent power restoral.
10. Found and corrected an issue when changing a zone definition from ElkRP.  When changing to a 24hr zone type the alarm

could activate as soon as RP sent the change to the control, even though the zone might not be violated.
11. Corrected an issue for Exit 2 zone(s) when used with “Restart Exit Time” feature.
12. Added support for a new ELKTWA “Two Way Amplifier” product.  This product will allow up to three (3) separately

adjustable speaker outputs for use in powering speakers behind or adjacent to keypads for system messages and/or
two-way listen in applications.

IMPORTANT NOTE: Outputs 7,8,9, and 10 are exlcusively used to support the ELKTWA when the option “Two Way
Listen-in Enable” is utilized.  In this case OUTPUTS 7, 8, 9, AND 10 CANNOT BE USED FOR ANY OTHER PURPOSES!

Nov 11,  2007 - M1 new application firmware (4.5.4 and 5.1.4) and new bootware (3.3.2).
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REQUIRES the control’s bootware to first be updated to version 3.2.2.
* * This new firmware requires ElkRP Software to be updated to at least 1.6.8 . * *

1. Silent Police Zone - Resolved issue that could cause silent police to beep after 30 sec.  Now it does not beep.
2. Daylight Savings time - Established new defaults for 2007 DST dates.  Effective in 2007 (United States ONLY) DST will

begin the 2nd Sunday in March and end on the 1st Sunday in November.
3. Output 2 - Resolved Output 2 not staying off on “Single Alarm Lockout” if a rule is involved.
4. Alarm Silence - Resolved improper silencing of Burg Alarm Output by * key if pressed in the last voice phrase after cutoff.
5. User Code Disable via Rules - If the PIN or code of a particular User gets changed AND that User Code was previously

Disabled by a rule, the code will now become enabled and operative until such time as the disable rule gets retriggered.
6. Walk Test on M1EZ8 - Resolved issue of M1EZ8 not displaying all valid zones during a walk test.
7. Timed Output - If an output is being timed and is manually turned off from a keypad it’s timer will be cleared (set to 0).
8. User code for RF Keyfob - Default code for an RF Keyfob is now set to 199.
9. RF Zones - Resolved an issue that could hinder the enrollment of a RF receiver after or before a hardwired expander.
10. Clearing of a 24 hr trouble - Resolved issue that kept 24 hr. trouble from being completely cleared.
11. Fire Supervisory Zone - Separated Fire Supervisory Zone Alarm from Trouble.  Shorting a Fire Supervisory zone will cause

a full alarm.  Opening a Fire Sup. Zone will cause a trouble.  Dialer report for Alarm and/or trouble must be programmed
in order for a report to occur.

12. Modem/Dialer Reset - Found and resolved a potential issue of the modem not being fully reset if carrier was not detected
from a call-in RP session.  The modem is now reset and reinitialized after each session..

13. ASCII String Protocol - Resolve an error with a “rs” string transmission and removed rs string echo.  Fixed sending of “AS”
command if global ASCIIKEYSEND not enabled.

14. Single button Exit from ElkRM - Resolved issue which could prevent single button exit from operating with ElkRM.
15. ASCII Broadcast of Output Status - Fixed output broadcast not sending last byte of output status.
16. Improved response time on sending output status for Keypads and Access functionality.
17. Celsius Temperature - Added a test to the Celsius temperature when a change is received from the XEP or RM to see if

value needs to be rounded up.
18. M1EZ8 - Resolved issue that allowed the M1EZ8 to switch to 50Hz  AC reference by mistake affecting clock accuracy.
19. Factory default of Menu 14: Wireless Definitions is now set to 16 zones.
20. Found and resolved several issues involved with the previous updating to version 4.4.4.

Bootloader 3.2.2 Changes:
1. Bootware 3.2.2 was released several months ago to accommodate requirements of new application code.  There has

been no changes since that original release.  However, it is important to mention that you MUST have bootware 3.2.2
running on any panel that you wish to update to application firmware 4.4.6.

Nov 28,  2006 - M1 new application firmware (4.4.6)

* * This new firmware requires ElkRP Software to be updated to at least 1.6.16 * *

1. Rules utilizing “Last User was” - Resolved an issue in firmware 4.4.6 that could result in this rule not working.
2. Phantom entry/exit Zone appearing in Event Log after an instant alarm - Found and resolved this long standing issue.
3. M1G announced violated zones when keypad menus were being accessed.  Resolved this issue.
4. Swinger Shut Down Count - Resolved an issue which prevented shut down count from occuring.
5. Right hand side of Installer Level Menu 9 now displays a value of 0 thru 4 representing level of anti-takeover.
6. Output 2 supervisory on voltage output under alarm - Resolved false activation of Output 2 trouble.
7. Occasional false announcement of AC fail - Resolved
8. Change the default values on Zone Alarms and Troubles to be enabled.
9. Added keypad program support for new GE Caddx NX548 receiver - Prior to this it could only be programmed by ElkRP.
10. Receiving of lighting pre-set dim variables - Corrected variable to be 1 to 32 instead of 0-31 to correct level percentages.
11. Reports of data bus slowdown - Found and resolved and issue which also affected keypad slowdown.
12. Rule disabling voices - Made a change so that the Audio Amp no longer turns off when voice has been disabled by a rule.
13. Occasional false trip while arming and exiting - Resolved an issue that would occasionally allow an Interior or Interior

Follower zone to alarm immediately under very specific timing conditions.
14. Auto Enroll after EEPROM Default  - Added feature that causes the control to auto enroll all bus devices following an

EEPROM default as the result of a firmware update.  Previously this only happened upon a manual EEPROM default.

Bootloader 3.2.2 Changes:
1. There have been no changes since bootware 3.2.2 was released several month ago.  However, it is important to mention

that you MUST have bootware 3.2.2 running on any panel that you wish to update to application firmware 4.4.10.

Mar 21,  2007 - M1 new application firmware (4.4.10)
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* * This new M1 Firmware release requires ElkRP Software to be updated to 1.6.8. * *

1. Force arming - It is no longer necessary to enter a user code twice when “force” arming.  The system can be “force” armed
with one or more zones violated provide the zone(s) have all been enabled with the ‘force arm’ option.  This included interior
motion detectors which might happen to be aimed in the direction of a keypad location.

2. Area Arming - New Zone definition #35 added - The main reason for this new zone def is to permit one of the keypad
function keys to be assigned as a quick way to access the multi-area arming menu.  A problem was also resolved which
prevented scrolling up or down on the area arm menu IF the entry or exit time were active.

3. Low battery detect threshold voltage lowered from 12.0 volts to 11.7 volts.  This helps eliminate a potential incident of a
false low battery trouble condition which was possible during brief periods of high current draw.

4. Enrolling Bus Modules from ElkRP - All previously enrolled devices are now cleared prior to a new enrollment.
5. ElkRM * Key - The panel now recognizes the pressing of the * key from ElkRM as a silence for keypad beeps.
6. 24 Hr. alarms - Resolved an issue having to do with display/activation of 24 Hr alarms above keypad address 7.
7. Burg Interior Defined Zones - Resolved an issue whereby Interior Def. zone would follow the entry delay timer even if not

defined as “interior follower”.  Interior zones must now be defined as Interior Follower if you want them to follow the delay.
8. Serial Connection of ElkRP - Resolved issue which prevented a direct “serial” connection of ElkRP following a disconnect

from the modem connect method.  This previously required a dialer report or power cycle to reset.
9. ASCII String Arm/Disarm - Resolved issue of user code not being verified as valid in an area whenever an ASCII string

arm/disarm command issue.
10. Enable/disable Speech Rule - Resolved issue of telephone remote control not providing voice prompts if a rule was

issued to disable speech.  A telephone remote control session will now override the disable speech rule.
11. Exit Error - Resolved exit error incorrectly getting set if a delay and instant zone were triggered at the end of entrance time.
12. User Codes - Codes have been increased from 99 to 199.  The default code reported for Keyfob arm/disarm is now 199.
13. Output Names (Descriptions) - Outputs 33 to 64 may now have custom names programmed.  Their default is Output #.

NOTE: The current release ELKRM and the M1XEP Web Keypad do not yet recognize these additional output names.
14. Lighting Dim Level Adjustment from keypad - Added capability to set the dim level in 10% increments (0-9) for most types

of dimming lights from the keypad automation lighting menu.
15. Prox Card Reading - Resolved issue that occasionally caused a prox card read to disallow subsequent reads until the *

key press was pressed.
16. Temperature Zone - Resolved an issue which allowed a temperature probe (zones 1 - 16) to make the ready light blink

whenever a keypad zone is programmed and violated.
17. Changed the way the serial port requests Tasks, Output, and Lights so that it now requires the first character to be greater

than a space in the name field and the show bit setting.
18. Rule trigger for 24hr alarm silence - Added the ability to fire a rule upon code entry following a 24hr alarm. (Disarming)
19. Phone Line Fault - Resolved issue which could falsely cause the dialer to report Phone Line Fault after firmware update.
20. Multiple logging of Entry/Exit Zones - Resolved issue which caused additional E/E zones to be falsely logged whenever an

alarm was caused by any entry/exit zone.
21. Day/Nite status for the rule engine gets set upon power up.

Bootloader 3.2.2 Changes:
1. Updated bootware to accommodate requirements of new application code.

June 18, 2006 - M1 new application firmware (4.4.2) and new bootware (3.2.2)

* * This new M1 Firmware release requires ElkRP Software to be updated to 1.6.8. * *

1. Fire Zone Definition - Whenever a zone is keypad programmed as a fire type zone the alarm, restore and trouble reporting
codes will be enabled automatically.  This way, if central station alarm reporting is being used the new fire zones will have
their reporting enabled.  NOTE: This new functionality is only for fire type zones and only occurs when programming from
the keypad, not from ElkRP.

2. Enable/disable Speech Rule - Resolved a new issue that could prevent telephone remote control from providing voice
prompts if a rule was issued to disable speech.  This was partially fixed in version 4.4.2 but another situation was
discovered.

3. Limited the scroll capability of the Up arrow on wireless zone selection to the maximum number of wireless zones.
4. Module Enrollment - The system will now perform an automatic enrollment of devices folllwing a full EEPROM Default.
5. Status LED blink on input and output expanders - Resolved build version that would cause the status lights on these

devices to blink 7 times instead of the expected heartbeat style blink.
6. Internal modification to support the soon to be released M1KPAS Arming Station.

Sept  8, 2006 - M1 new application firmware (4.4.4)
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1. Cross Zoning - Resolved 3 issues: a) In an alarm resulting from cross zone verification (2 zones), both zones will now be
reported to the Central Station, provided they are properly programmed to report.  b) Fixed Interior Night Delay Crosszone to
properly activate an alarm. 3) The cross zone verfication tone started by the trip of a Interior Night Delay Crosszone will now
stop if a second “cross” zone is not tripped during the verification time.

2. Module Enrollment - During the enrollment process, previously enrolled devices are cleared prior to new enrollment.
3. Rule testing in ElkRP - Resolved control panel issue that prevented all but the last Then statement from executing.
4. Rule trigger from an “F” key press - Resolved issue that inadvertently allowed multiple rule execution.
5. Ethernet (M1XEP) commands - Removed an unnecessary “AT” command being sent to an M1XEP by the control.
6. Rules using AC Fail as a trigger will now execute immediately (no AC fail delay time).  Rules using AC Restore as a trigger

require AC to be restored for a full 2 seconds before executing.  This does not change AC fail report delay.
7. Lighting commands process much quicker to M1XSP serial expanders when no PSC-05 (X-10) is connected.
8. M1XEP Ethernet alarm reporting additional support added.
9. Communicator handling for various KeyFob button definitions has been added.
10. New ASCII protocol command “cu” added for changing user code and area assignment via ASCII strings.
11. Output 2 issues resolved - a) If set as “voltage out”, it didn’t function properly until cycled back to siren and then voltage.  b)

An Output 2 Trouble message sometimes occurred when the siren was activated.
12. Rules containing “And - Lighting Device xx” not always processing - Resolved.
13. Burglar Tamper defined zone(s) - Following a tamper alarm if the zone is not ready it will cause a trouble condition.
14. Logging of Remote Programming Stop is now delayed for 10 minutes after the actual session end.

Feb 8, 2006 - M1 new application firmware (4.3.10)

1. Modified threshold levels on the two-wire smoke circuit as per UL requirements.
2. ASCII String - Resolved issue whereby single digit arming did not send ASCII data identifying code as 103.
3. Bypassing from RP - Resolved issue that could cause a panel restart if RP was used for bypassing.
4. AC Fail Restore - Resolved issue of keypad not clearing after an AC Fail.
5. Fire Trouble -   Resolved issue of “*” key not clearing fire troubles if more than 1 fire zone was programmed.
6. Celsius temp below freezing - Resolved issue of temperature below freezing not properly displaying in Celsius.
7. No speaking on Keypad Panics - Resolved issue that prevented voice annuniciation of 24 hr keypad panic alarms.
8. Global ‘International’ Phone standards - Added country specific registers for International phone support.  These are

internal-only for now.  Changes to these registers will be supported in a future release of ElkRP.
9. ASCII String - Added “AS” string for sending entrance delay and exit delay times.
10. Compose Lighting - Resolved issue of unit code not getting sent for Compose lighting commands except for unit 1.
11. Keypad re-flash problem - Resolved issue in firmware 4.3.10 that could cause failure of re-flash in keypads.

April 10, 2006 - M1 new application firmware (4.3.12)
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1. Customer reports of rules not always firing for all types of alarms - Resolved
2. Customer report of output 2 not staying on during voice dial messages - Resolved
3. Conflict/confusion between dialer fail to Communicate and ethernet fail to communicate - Resolved
4. Keypad would display Transmitter Low Battery if a function key was programmed as a burg perimeter definition.
5. Added ability for an area 1 keypad to silence 30 second trouble beep for ANY area.
6. The event for ANYBYPASSED zone was not firing properly in the RP Rules engine - Resolved
7. Rules involving armed and bypassed could potentially fire more than once - Resolved
8. Temperature defined zone could potentially make a Rule fire as if a burg status change - Resolved
9. Burglar unbypass report sent upon disarm - Resolved
10. Keypad beep and “Lost Comm” during control firmware update - “*” key silences if latest bootware is present in KP and Ctrl.
11. Enhanced Power Supervisory zone operation with report codes for remote AC Fail and remote Low Battery
12. Mute Voice Speaking from the Rules engine was not completely muting - Resolved
13. Non Alarm zones and Power Supervisory zones do not autoshunt upon initial power up - Enhancement
14. Added Four State Zone monitoring for Burglar zones ( A popular International feature - Normal-Violated-Tamper-Alarm)
15. Added to M1XEP Ethernet Module status indication to the Keypad Diagnostic menu 8, level 6, option 5
16. PLC (X10) receive and serial send on All Lights On/Off not working - Resolved
17. Telephone numbers could not begin with a zero (0) which prohibited International dialing - Resolved
18. Added event logging of Remote AC and Remote Low Battery events for power supervisory zone defs.
19. Changed to SIA report codes reported for Bypass to UB and Unbypass to UU for power supervisory zone defs.
20. Accessing the Local Phone Remote while siren running could produce siren heard through phone - Resolved
21. To prevent false disconnection an unattended RP connect will wait for up to 45 seconds for carrier before timing out.

July 26, 2005 - M1 new application firmware (4.3.5)

IMPORTANT WARNING:
This update will cause the control to automatically DEFAULT its EEPROM memory.  It will erase all Custom Programming,
cancel any bypasses, clear any enrolled databus devices, and turn off Chime mode (if on).  PRIOR TO UPDATING, perform a
“Receive All” from the control to the ElkRP database, then “Save” this important information.

After this update it will be necessary to do the following:
A. Re-enroll all data bus devices.  Perform a “Bus Module Enrollment”
B. Re-connect ElkRP and use the “Send All” command to restore the saved customer data.
C. Restore any necessary bypasses, re-arm if needed, and re-enable chime if desired.

1. Resolved issue with Dialer Format 4+2 not always recognizing a kissoff from a customer’s FBI 220 CS Receiver.
2. Resolved issue with Dialer auto-changing to pulse format if the first phone number digit was a prefix “8”.
3. Added capability for the dialer to ‘blind dial” or dial anyway if it does not detect dial tone.  The dialer can be forced to detect

dial tone prior to dialing by adding a hex “D” character as the 1st phone number digit.  In addition, the dialer can be forced to
use pulse (rotary) dialing by adding a hex “B” character as the 1st phone number digit.  Note: The “D” for dial tone detect can
be the 2nd digit but ONLY if the 1st digit is already a “B”.

4. Added capability for the first dialer digit to be a zero for international dialing purposes.
5. Added dialer format 7.  This displays as “Serial Expander” and is used for support of Radio Backup products such as

Uplink cellular radio and others.  Note: Until a new release of ElkRP, this can only be programmed via the keypad.
6. Resolved issue of not being able to silence and/or clear keypad display or beep from a “Send Text to Keypad with Beep”

rule command.  The * key had to be pressed on all keypads.  Another affect of this was that an F Key press was not clearing
the previous display.

7. Resolved issue of event log report to distinguish auto arming vs. auto bypassing upon auto arming.
8. Resolved issue of disabling and enabling system and alarm messages.
9. Resolved issue of rules not firing on Armed Vacation mode.
10. New or modified RS-232 string commands:

Modified AS string to properly display FKey alarms.  Added cp command to get all custom setting values.
11. Resolved restoral on Burg Tamper defined zone.
12. Modification to make keypad bypass light display bypass of any zone type, excluding only “non-alarm” type zones.
13. Resolved issue of entry delay zone violation not being event logged if an alarm was activated by another zone during the

entry delay period.
14. Resolved an issue of an “All Lights On” command not working correctly.
15. Added new functionality for UL to monitor Output 2 for a low impedance short while in alarm.
16. Resolved issue of wireless multi-button Keyfob alarm reporting not differentiating the programmed function for each

button. When the zone definition is “KeyFob” the communicator now references the event log and uses the alarm event
type for the reported condition.

Oct 24, 2005 - M1 new application firmware (4.3.8)
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1. Added support for M1XEP Ethernet Exp.  I.E. Telephone format select, module tbl & rst codes, email, and alarm reporting.
2. ASCII Protocol resolutions or additions:  Serial Port expanders (M1XSP) can now request ASCII data.  Custom message(s)

can now be received.  ASCII arm command string requires a user code with arm/disarm authority. There was no reply to a
command “sd” if zone was undefined. Added command “KC” for keypad function key light status. The character “~” now
properly works as a wildcard.  Fixed potential lockup on text string sent to serial ports 1-7. Issue of control sending a “CR”
reply when an “ar” command was received. , .

3. Extended timer for missing keypad or expander to 40 seconds in order to avoid potential false “missing” troubles.
4. Resolved issue of automation task 32 not able to be triggered from a keypad.
5. Resolved several issues with outputs 1 and 2:  They can now be toggled with a rule and output 2 can be turned on with a

rule.  If either is active or in alarm then code entry from keypad strictly disarms.
6. Locked out the ability to change to stay mode if already armed in away mode.  Must disarm then re-arm.
7 Resolved inconsistent displaying of messages on keypad.
8. Added rule engine capability to disable or enable voice “speaking” by time or event.  Note: Only for non-alarm conditions.
9. Keypad now displays “No Zones Violated” on status display with no zones violated.
10. Resolved inconsistent display of temperature from keypads and thermostats.
11. Extended modem timeout time from 20 sec. to 40 sec. to allow for additional 2 second pauses on phone numbers.
12. Added phone number identification to event log for a fail to communicate event.
13. Changed the extended SIA report code for a duress or holdup to report as zone 0.
14. Globals “Wait for Two-way Listen-in” and “Two Way Callback Time” now has dual use. (Refer to Manual for details)
15. Added reset timer in case a serial port becomes locked up while transmitting data on data bus.
16. Resolved conflict of Output 1 potentially interfering with butt set mode.
17. Modified Whenever statement in rules so that it can trigger on a single element change from a thermostat.
18. Control also now references a flag that identifies whenever something changes on a thermostat.
19. A rule triggered by a Zone Becomes Secure message could repeatedly activate upon a status update message even

though the zone had not been violated.  Zone must now Become Secure from a violated state in order for the rule to fire.
20. Resolved issue with Aux1 and Aux2 events not properly cutting off by the cutoff timer.
21. Resolved an issue with keyswitch defined zones causing a constant beep if the zone remained violated on arming.
22. Modified Up arrow function on keypad so that previous voice announcements do not stack up with multiple key presses.
23. Filtering added to Zone Bypass, Trouble, and Restore reporting.  Restore from alarm will not report unless the alarm report

code was programmed.  Restore from bypass will not report unless the bypass report was programmed.   Restore from
trouble will not report unless the trouble report was programmed.

24. Communicator will now hold and report burglar zone bypass when and if the system becomes armed.  Exception: Burg
24hr and Burg Box Tamper will report bypass immediately.

25. Event log will no longer store a dialer test unless the dialer test report code is programmed.
26. Modified Telephone Ring Detect firmware to detect extremely low ring levels.  A min. of 14 seconds dead time between rings

is now required to start Ring/Hang/Ring sensing.  If 5 continuous rings are heard then Ring/Hang/Ring sense is skipped.
27. Communicator zone ID code for Keypad F Keys was changed from 501(F1/ KP1) thru -596(F6/KP16)  to 401-496.
28. Changed Contact ID and SIA report codes for Police no indication from 120 to 122 and PA to HA respectively.
29. Changed defaults to enable transmit of PLC, Tasks, Outputs, and Zone Changes on serial port.
30. Changed the factory default values on Alarm Report Codes to enable them all.

April 27, 2005 - M1 new application firmware (4.3.0)
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1. Improved functionality and reliability of wireless enrollment and provided for future migration support.
2. Hardcoded minimum setting on wireless supervisory to 4 hours.
3. Resolved issue of a prox card/fob not enrolling if its number contained the digits “0A” and not being able to force arm.
4. Resolved issue of a “before” or “after” sunrise rule event not activating. This also affected the setting of Day/Night.
5. Resolved issue of Daylight Savings Time (DST) offset occurring on the wrongs days.
6. Added new ASCII strings for:  -Sending of temperature readings  -Sending of Thermostat commands  -Identify an invalid.

user code entry  -Allow reading of Zone definitions  -Arm status - Arm-up state - Alarm state
7. Resolved issue of temporal coding not working on Output 2 if selected for voltage.
8. Exit 1 zones follow exit 1 time and exit 2 zones follow exit 2 time.  Previously, the longer delay time had priority.
9. Resolved the restart exit timer option so that it only restarts on a second opening.
10. Enhanced rules to allow a counter to be toggled On/Off.
11. Resolved issue of LCD screen blanking upon exit from the Walktest mode.
12. Resolved blip in siren output caused by temporal state reset.
13. Added overcurrent trouble initiation if any power output is shorted.
14. Added fire trouble initiation when smoke power output is shorted or if a fire zone is troubled upon power up.
15. Added fire trouble initiation for a wireless smoke/fire tamper.
16. Resolved issue of voice dialer word string not building properly if any alarm cutoff timer happens to be active.
17. Added default message to be spoken by the voice dialer if a voice dial telephone number backs up a tel number.
18. Eliminated keypad display of “fail to communicate” for voice dialer.  A non-acknowledged voice dial event is only logged.
19. Resolved issue that permitted scrolling to the programming menu without requiring entry of a code.
20. Resolved occasional misfire of rules based on a time occurence.
21. Resolved issue of a rule not firing for 24hr or Burg tamper zones if forced armed bit was set.
22. Enhanced useability and operation of “Menu 0” multi area arm/disarm.
23. Transmission of ASCII strings for tasks, outputs, and lighting is now controlled by the “Show” bit in the Elk-RP software.
24. Resolved issue of ASCII transmissions directed to ports 1 thru 7 causing a reset.
25. Changed low battery “30 second test” to 4:00pm instead of the dialer test time.  A 10 second test re-occurs every 4 hours.
26. Resolved issue on event log getting out of order after a rollover.
27. Enhancement -  Attempting to arm with violated zone(s) will now cause the first zone to be announced.
28. Resolved issue of WalkTest displaying untested zones that belonged to another area.
29. Resolved issue of a user code without disarm authority being able to acknowledge alarms even though it could not disarm.
30. Reduced volume on Out 1 during audible dialer test and 2 way listen-in talk back mode due to customer feedback.
31. Resolved issue which could cause outputs 3 and outputs 7 thru 16 to occasionally blip on.
32. Blanked the voice message that spoke “Welcome M1 is On” upon power up.
33. Resolved reported false X10 ASCII string transmission on serial port.
34. Resolved reported telephone line answer on 1 ring.  Added debounce time to the Off-Hook test routine.
35. Resolved issue of Exit/Entry 2 zone going into alarm if exit timer expired while an Entry 1 zone was active.
36. Resolved incorrect time display during an auto arm.
37. Added debounce time on a missing serial expander (40 seconds) and extended fire trouble to 90 seconds.
38. Added capability for a rule trigger by a received signal from a Compose or preset dim lighting device.
39. Corrected max. time and “never cutoff” time on all alarm and output timers to 65,535 seconds.
40. Resolved day alert zone not resetting and double zone chime after disarming with violated zone.

Nov 15, 2004 - M1 new application firmware (4.2.6)
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1. Added the GE “Clean Me” feature for two-wire smoke detectors on zone 16.
2. Added ability to temporarily map a keypad to another area.
3. Added ability to see and control all areas from a keypad.
4. Added event log entry to indicate when a data bus device reboots.
5. Data bus enrollment process is now easier because it first removes all “unseen” devices before automatically enrolling

new devices found.  This eliminated the manual remove step.
6. Added error tone to warn when a manual zone bypass is not allowed.
7. When ASCII “Transmit Keypad Change” is enabled the control now sends arming status.
8. Added ASCII protocol function to remotely read Function key name assignments.
9. Added ASCII protocol function to request keypad area assignments.
10. Added ASCII protocol function to request keypad function key event assignments.
11. Added support for future ZWAVE lighting using an add-on (optional) Interface.
12. Resolved issue of an audio conversation from an incoming phone call being accidentally heard over the Out1 speakers if

something triggered the M1 to talk, i.e. an audio message such as a chime from a zone opening.
13. Modem/dialer circuitry not always identifying an Offhook during an incoming ring.
14. Function key illumination event would not work if programmed for zone 208.
15. Function key illumination event would not work for a Chime event.
16. A rule that used a chime activation event did not work correctly.
17. Exit and Stay keys were incorrectly allowed to operate during an entry delay.
18. When an ASCII “Arm” command was received the M1 replied with task status instead of armed status.
19. The Installer code can now be used to arm the system but cannot be used to disarm if armed by any other user code.
20. Exit delay expiration voice message did not work for areas 2 -8.
21. Rules engine did not receive true state of zone if the zone was force armable.
22. A force armed zone had to be restored to normal after disarm before it could be force armed again.
23. RS232 transmission of ASCII “Zone Status” now shows true zone state.
24. Bypassed zones were not unbypassed upon disarm if the entry delay was in progress.
25. Bypassed interior zones were incorrectly being unbypassed if control was disarmed prior to exit delay expiration.
26. Wireless enrollment process was enhanced.
27. Added additional support for zone temperature sensor.
28. When a rule was used to announce a Keypad temperature, the temperature included an offset value of 40.
29. The option to have a dialer test be audible over Out1 speakers was enhanced.
30. If an unrestored FTC (fail to communicate) was in the event log, a new FTC event would not log.
31. Added phone line busy detect in case a two-way listen session was ended without cancel command.
32. Added debounce time to reduce chance of an accidental hangup during telephone remote control.
33. ASCII transmit string for “Zone Bypass” modified.
34. ASCII string for “Force Arm” of violated entry/exit zones caused alarm to sound.
35. Added time delay to wait for acknowledgement of serial data through serial port expanders before sending next string.
36. Rules which used a timed lighting X-10 output (a FOR time statement) sometimes only executed the first Then command.
37. If a rule was used to set an output timer to 0 it didn’t clear the output timer.
38. Upon a low system battery detect the keypad beep could be silenced but would resume beep at the next battery test time.
39. No voice announcement of Arm/Disarm when performed by an ASCII transmit command.
40. ASCII transmit string for Arm/Disarm required 6 digits for User code even if 4 digit length was enabled.
NOTE: Firmware 4.2.5 requires the M1 to have bootware 3.1.7 or higher.  This should only be an issue for early “Beta” panels.

Aug 20, 2004 - M1 new application firmware (4.2.5)


